
 

 

How to Buy Running Shoes  

If real-life lessons can be learned from fairy tales, Cinderella would have some pretty fine advice for us, 

because she knows more than anyone, if the shoe doesn’t fit, then the marriage between the runner 

and the road has absolutely no chance. 

Every runner is different in terms of their distance, habits, foot shape, stride and choice of running 

surface. The high school track runner, mountain trail runner, indoor treadmill runner and urban 

concrete runner all have different needs. Below is a list of questions that all runners should ask (or know 

the answer to) when purchasing running shoes for their particular needs. 

1. Why am I running? 

Most beginning and intermediate runners have a similar goal – fitness. Other reasons for 

running might include stress-relief, social interaction, charity fundraising, weight loss, goal 

setting or cross-training for another sport. Whatever your motivation, if you’ve made the 

decision to run, having equipment that helps you  - rather than hinders you - will only improve 

your experience. 

 

2. What kind of runner am I? 

To help determine what kind of runner you are, an athletic shoe sales person should ask you the 

following questions during your search for the perfect running shoe. How far are you running 

each day and each week? Are you primarily running on dirt trails, tracks, concrete, treadmills or 

a combination of surfaces? Will you be racing? Is your typical race a 5k, a marathon, or 

something in between? Your answers will help determine what type of runner you are and in 

turn, the most comfortable running shoe for your specific needs. 

 

3. What should I expect in a store? 

Expect the shoe sales person to look at your bare foot. Mike Callor, Manager of Altitude Running 

(altituderunning.com) runs 60-70 miles a week and has been fitting running shoes for more than 

12 years. “The first thing I do is measure a client’s feet. About 90% of the time, adults 

underestimate their shoe size. And sizes vary slightly from brand to brand, so starting with the 

accurate size is very helpful,” he says. Shoe sizes and widths can change with age, weight loss or 

gain and pregnancy. Next, he’ll take a look at your bare foot and look at the arch height, foot 

shape and callus locations. Clients then run on the treadmill with a video gait analysis for about 

sixty seconds. “When running, the weight of the entire body is balanced momentarily on one 

foot, and observing how the joints align at that moment is very important,” Callor adds.  

 

The shoe sales person may ask questions about recent injuries or pains that you have including 

shin splints, frequent blistering, plantar factitious or hammer toes. Also expect a sales person to 

take a look at your old running shoes. If you’re a true beginner, bring in any pair of shoes that 

show a significant wear pattern. The more information you can provide the sales person, the 

better the recommendations they can ultimately make. 

 



 

 

4. How are running shoes made? 

Running shoes are built around a ‘last’ which is essentially a synthetic foot. Historically, lasts 

were made of wood, but with recent technological advances, most lasts are now made of a 

variety of durable plastics. “Shoe lasts come in three distinct shapes, straight, curved and semi-

curved,” says Steve Chavez, Footwear Designer, “And each company uses different lasts for their 

shoes.” This is why some running shoe brands automatically feel more comfortable to some 

people.  

 

And this brings us right back to Cinderella’s lesson:  if you have the foot shape that will require a 

shoe made from a curved last, and you are wearing a shoe built on a straight last, your feet 

might feel like they are living with their evil step-sisters. 

 

5. What kind of foot do I have? 

In order to determine your foot shape, one of the tests that you can do is the “wet test.”   To 

perform this wet test, either spray the bottom of your bare foot with water or step on a wet 

wash cloth, and then step on an absorbent piece of construction paper or concrete. If you see 

almost the entire bottom of your foot, your arch is flat. If you see about half your foot, your arch 

is normal, and if you see just a slender strip, you have a high arch.  

 

If you have flat feet, shoes made on a straight or semi-curved last will be best. Runners with flat 

feet are usually also over pronators. This means that the outside of the heel strikes the ground 

first and the inside of the foot has the most contact with the ground, then finally the runner 

pushes off from the inside edge of the ball and big toe.  

 

For normal feet, the semi-curved last is best. Runners with this shape foot are usually also 

normal pronators. This means that the back of the heel first hits the ground and the foot rolls 

slightly inward so that the foot momentarily strikes the ground evenly, and finally the runner 

pushes off from the front of the big toe.   

 

Finally, for those with high arches, shoes made on a curved last are best. Runners with high 

arches are usually also under pronators (or supinators). This means that the inside of the heel 

strikes the ground first and the outside of the forefoot has the most contact with the ground, 

and then the runner pushes off from the small toes on the outside of the foot. 

 

Each of these foot types are normal and a natural part of a runner’s physiology. Taking into 

account the foot knowledge you just gained, “The best running shoe for your foot and gait type 

will help your muscles and tendons develop correctly. Whether you pronate or supinate, the 

correct running shoe for you will allow your foot to do its job nautrally  – stretching and flexing 

through proper foot mechanics,” says Dr. Brian Benjamin, PT at ProActive Physical Therepy and 

Exercise Center (proactiveptcenter.com). 

 

6. What do my old shoes say about me? 
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Turn your old shoes over and examine the soles to see which category you fall into. 

 Over pronators will have wear on the outside of the heel and the inside of the ball and 

big toe. 

 Normal pronators will have even wear on the heel and the forefoot areas. 

 Under pronators will have wear on the inside of the heel and the outer edges of the 

forefoot. 

 

7. How do I get the correct fit? 

The components of the running shoe that require attention and consideration are:  the toe box, 

the flex grooves, the heel cup, the Achilles notch and the amount of cushioning.  New running 

shoes should not need a break-in period. “They should be comfortable from the very 

beginning,” says Scoot Crandall, an REI sales representative who has been running for 35 years 

(REI.com). 

 

In the toe box, each toe should have a comfortable amount of wiggle room. Typically, there 

should be a half-inch or a thumb width between your longest toe and the end of the shoe. 

 

The flex grooves are the ‘creases’ in the tread on the bottom of the shoe. This is where your foot 

flexes as your toes bend to push off with each step. The flex grooves in the shoe must match 

your foot’s natural flex point in order for the shoe to fit comfortably. 

 

The heel cup should provide a firm hold for your heel. There should be no upward slipping or 

sideways sliding of the heel.  

 

The Achilles notch is the dip in the back of the heel that gives space for the Achilles tendon to 

stretch and contract. Make sure this is in a comfortable place for you, not too high or too low. 

 

Selecting the amount of cushioning is one of both personal preference and podiatric 

recommendation. Typically, the amount of cushion a running shoe provides is visible by 

evaluating the height of the heel. The higher the heel, the more support and cushioning a shoe 

offers.  

 

“Another feature to look for is breathability,” says Dr. Benjamin, “Shoes that allow air to 

circulate around the foot help reduce blistering.” 

 

8. What else should I know about cushioning: 

Most of the cushioning in running shoes comes in a combination of two polymers. EVA (ethylene 

vinyl acetate) is very lightweight, but not incredibly durable. PU (polyurethane) is more durable, 

but dense and heavy. These two products are used in combination in the mid-soles and outer-

soles of most running shoes. If you’re looking for a very lightweight shoe, look for one with more 

EVA. And if durability is a key factor, look for more PU. 



 

 

 

“I see stress fractures in many patients,” says Dr. Gregory P. Still, Podiatrist in Denver, Colo. 

(drstill.com) “When running shoes wear down, the cushioning gets compacted and their shock 

absorption ability decreases.”  

 

Running shoes are made with several different levels of cushioning to match runner’s gaits and 

foot shapes. 

 

 Runners who over pronate (typically flat footed) should try a motion control or support 

shoe. These are shoes which offer strong heel and medial (arch-side of foot) support in 

order to reduce over pronation and the injuries that it can cause. 

 

 Runners with a normal (neutral) gait can easily choose any type of shoe. 

 

 Runners who under pronate should try a cushioned neutral shoe. These are shoes that 

offer flexibility and cushioning in order to encourage and promote the foot’s natural 

movement. 

 

Also, consider the surfaces you will be running on most frequently. If you’ll be running off-road, 

consider a trail shoe. Trail running shoes offer more aggressive traction and on the soles and 

usually have a supportive rock plate in the midsole of the forefoot to help protect the foot from 

rocks, roots and other hard trail hazards. They also frequently have more weather-proof fabric 

to repel moisture. 

 

9. Now that I have my new shoes, how can I make them last longer? 

If you’re an everyday runner, and you have the ability to purchase two pairs of shoes, this is 

ideal. By rotating shoes, they have a full 48 hour break, which allows the cushioning to recover 

more completely than just a 24 hour break for a daily runner. 

 

10. Can I buy shoes online? 

Some say yes, some say no. If you are a beginner or intermediate runner and you want to talk to 

an experienced sales person about shoe features, gait analysis, shin splints, brand preferences 

or other important details, then a physical store is the place to go. If you recently purchased a 

pair of shoes that worked well for you, and it is time to do a simple replacement, then it is 

probably okay to order them online as long as you are ordering the exact same make and model. 

Beware though, with each year’s models, shoe companies frequently change more than just 

colors. “Shoes are much lighter and more durable than they used to be,” Callor says. Technology 

is always improving and changing our world from the ground up. 

 

11. Should I subscribe to the barefoot/minimalist movement? 
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This is definitely not an article promoting or demoting the barefoot/minimalist movement, but 

no quality shoe article can ignore the question completely. Each of the shoe sales people that 

were interviewed had about the same response, “The movement has its place.” A minimalist 

shoe is one that provides less cushioning and more toe room, or even individual toe cups. This, 

in theory, allows muscles, joints and ligaments in the foot and ankle to move naturally and build 

organic strength. A traditional high support shoe (usually identifiable by noting several different 

colors of layering in the sole) holds the foot tight throughout the stride. 

 

Whether you decide to try the barefoot/minimalist theory, one thing is certain. Talk to a training 

expert before embarking on your normal run in new minimalist shoes. The changes to your heel 

strike and gait will be immediate in the shoes and an adjustment and training period should be 

adhered to. Born to Run, by Christopher McDougall, is the kingpin of literature supporting the 

movement. 

 

A few more tips regarding your new running shoes …  

Running socks – pick up a package of synthetic socks at the same time. And be sure to wear the 

actual socks you’ll be running in when trying on shoes. 

 

Shopping hours – the best time to shop for new running shoes is in the afternoon or evening 

when your feet are at their largest. If that time doesn’t work for you, visit a store after a 

morning run to replicate and demonstrate your normal foot expansion. Plan to spend plenty of 

time in the store in order to try on and run in as many pairs as you like on the treadmill without 

feeling rushed.  A couple hours now will save you many days of pain and discomfort later. 

 

Replacing old shoes – running shoes should last between 400 to 600 miles. It is helpful to keep a 

shoe log to track your shoe’s mileage. Shoes used primarily on hard concrete will break down 

faster than shoes used on softer trails. 

 

Recycling old shoes – after shoes have served their purpose, there are plenty of great recycling 

programs available to keep them out of landfills. Simply complete an internet search for 

‘recycling shoes’ to find a program in your local area. 
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